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Useful ? 

Number of citations of QM/MM

Nobel Prize

Number of cita6ons of PCM

More with other schemes
(COSMO, homemade codes…)



Outline

1. Examples of QM/MM application: vision, magnetism, …

1. Merging MM and QM…

2. Situating the implicit models for solvation

3. Summary: Implicit vs. QM/MM



Utility ? 

QM packages

- Gaussian
- Molcas
- Gamess
- Q-Chem
- CP2K 
- Orca
- Terachem
- …

MM packages

- Tinker
- Amber
- NAMD
- Gromacs
- Lammps
- pdynamo
- …

Virtually all QM and MM packages now include a QM/MM coupling
and PCM.  Dedicated interfaces (scripts) also exist (Oniom only): 
ChemShell, Pupil, ComQum, …

And your own flavor 
because it is rela6vely 
easy to implement…



Example 1: the reFnal chromophore within rhodopsin

The macromolecular environment
strongly tunes the photophysics



The protein matters…

The protein tunes finely the optical properties: 
how to treat the solvent and the proteic embedding ?  



Example 2: magnetism 

A subtle system… needs for polarizable ff



QM/MM approaches

Full DFT molecular dynamics for such a system would not maintain the structure. 
Force fields parameters offer more accuracy.



QM/MM approaches for metallic interfaces 

Interface ? How to describe the solvent ? 



QM and MM meet



QM and MM meet



QM and MM try to talk one each other

The active site (high-level region): 
few degrees of freedom described with an accurate QM model 

The surroundings: 
a lot of degrees of freedom described with an approximate MM model 

How can we couple them ? 

• steric interactions mainly
→ mechanical embedding
• electrostatic interactions mainly
→ electrostatic embedding or polarization

embedding



QM and MM try to talk one each other

E = Ψ H Ψ = Ψ HQM +HMM +HQM /MM Ψ

Energy of the isolated QM system

Most of the interac6ons don't
depend explicitely on the electronic
degrees of freedom

Second approxima6on « à la MM »:
only the QM/MM electrosta6c interac6ons depend
on the electrons



QM and MM try to talk to each other: substractive scheme

EMM(in+out)-EMM(in)+ EQM(in)

Ease of implementation, typical of ONIOM...
Easy to implement for more layers (multi-scale QM’/QM/MM) 

But need to assign force fied parameters for the QM region 



QM  <-> fixed-charge force fields 

Additive scheme: more robust and no need to define parameters for the QM region 



Classical descripFon within QM/MM 

Each and every MM force field includes a large set of parameters, 
fiWed to reproduce experimental data (free energies) 
and/or QM calculaXons (torsions profile) 

Rather clearly, one relies on a forXXous cancellaXon of errors

We assume a transferability of force fields when we do a QM/MM 
calculaXon but with no proof for it

One simplifies the wavefuncXon (density) into a force field
-> RESP procedure

Done a priori once-for-all, yet the QM part can
undergo significant changes… 



Inside a force field…



The coupling term EQM/MM

Additive scheme: more robust and no need to define parameters for the QM region 



Need of additional constraints… 

Most QM/MM scheme are not compatible with periodic boundary conditions. 

Applications toward material science are more 
recent and  delicate :

- many covalent bonds to mimick
- polarization effects… 
- possibly more difficult to redistribute charges…



When QM and MM are covalently-tethered… how to cut ? 

If possible avoid cu]ng… otherwise a single carbon-carbon bond 
(for pepXdes and proteins)



How to cut ? 

Link-atom

Pseudo-potential

Frozen orbital



The easiest solution (Link atom)

If possible avoid cutting… otherwise a single carbon-carbon bond 
(for peptides and proteins) ; also avoid several cuts

Link atom: the capping hydrogen may be free to move or not 

Field, Bash & Karplus 1990



More sophisFcated schemes…

EssenXally needed to cut along polarized bonds  



More sophisticated schemes…

Essentially needed to cut along polarized bonds  



More sophisticated schemes…

Optimization of the wavefunction under constraints. 
Only for s orbitals.

F.C = S.C.E + S.C.L.  (second term frozen) 

Drawback of being close to a phosphate…



More sophisticated schemes…

EssenXally needed to cut along polarized bonds  



Hands-on for guanine charge transfer

Before to treat the PDB, an MD explora6on is required (selec6ng the last frame or
several representa6ve ones). 

PDB 143D

Need to set up a frozen layer



Hands-on for guanine charge transfer

Constrained DFT for two p-stacked guanines

G quadruplexes



How to treat a solvent ? 

Explicit treatment Implicit treatment 
(with dynamics…)            



QM/MM-MD

QM/MM cost is such that on can afford to run them along time 

QM/MM-MD simulations time from several fs (radiation chemistry) to 1 ns
(either with CASSCF or DFT or approximate DFT scheme or semi-empirical methods)

-> compromise between electronic accuracy and sampling   

Not straightforward to reach energy conservation… + problem of “cold” QM region  

Torras, PCCP 2015, 17:9959  



2 examples of QM/MM-MD : spectroscopy

TDDFT/MM spectroscopy

M. Marazzi et al., Front. Chem. 2018, 6:86 

Palma6ne is charged +1. 
A bit of luck here…  



2 examples of QM/MM-MD : reacFvity 

“AM1”(M062X-recalibrated)/QM-MD poten6al mean force 

Some6mes not trivial to find the right coordinate…  

Tunon and coworkers, ACS catalysis, 2017, 7:3190 (hydride transfer)



Adaptative QM/MM-MD

Account for dynamic exchange of water 
molecules along time 

-> problem of energy conservation 

Need to define a buffer region with a smoothing 
function

Also 10 times more expensive than QM/MM, but 
needed for proton transfer  
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Free solvaFon energies

• Thermodynamics

The absolute free energies of hydraXon are difficult to esXmate

• In modeling, we have a microscopic point of view: 
solute-solute interacXons + modified solvent-solvent interacXons

Accurate esXmaXon of DGsolv is very important in docking, 
supramolecular chemistry…

ΔGsolv = ΔGcav +ΔGvdw +ΔGelec

Energetic penalty to create cavity



How to treat a solvent ? 

One needs to take into account the solvation for : 
- Accurate conformations of molecules (whose potential energies surfaces 

are modified) 
- Acid/base properties…
- Spectroscopic properties : solvatochromism
- Dipole moment are modified: µ(H2O) = 1.8 D -> 2.5 D from gas phase to bulk

But the complete description by DFT is delicate… Dl if electrostatics 
dominates, Dl if van der Waals dominates

But DFT is calibrated (only) on static properties…

It is difficult to treat dispersion. For instance, ab initio molecular dynamics 
struggle for water description whereas it is straightforward with a force field 



QM/MM approaches

Take-home message: solute-solvent interacXons are not always isotropic

GeneralizaXon: interacXons between the acXve site of a system and its
surroundings are not always isotropic

Classical (Newton) molecular mechanics force fields are (generally): 
- anisotropic
- empirical (highly parametrized) 
- most ogen addiXve 

⇒ looks good for qualitaXvely-correct interacXons 

Recall chemical transformaXon are most of the Xme localized

A smart coupling between quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics, aka
QM/MM , may be thought as a good soluXon? 



Implicit vs. explicit models



Working with implicit solvent

Main idea: replace the (explicit) solvent degrees of freedom with a continuum 

Application to electrostatics: first hald 20th century (Born, Onsager, Kirkwood)

Poisson equation for a charge distribution in vacuum: 

Generalisation to an isotropic continuum with a dielectric constant e

In CGS units; these are non-linear equation, usually solved numerically

−ε0.ΔV (
rr ) = ρ(rr )

−∇(ε.ΔV (rr )) = 4πρ(rr )



Born, Onsager model… (even if not so used)

Born

Onsager (including dipole)

ΔGelec = −
ε −1
2ε

q2

R

ΔGelec = −
ε −1
2ε +1

µ 2

R3
[1− ε −1

2ε +1
2α
R3
]−1



Pitfalls of Onsager model

The Onsager method can fail in case the electron distribuXon 
is poorly described by the dipole moment  



The conFnuum model

The hamiltonian of the solute (r1) and the solvent (r2)

The solvent model is a conXnuum characterized by its dielectric constant e, 
polarizing the solute and polarized by the solute

H (r1, r2 ) = H
1(r1)+H

2 (r2 )+H
int (r,1, r2 )

Replaced by a response function

V int (r1,Q(
rr, rr '))

neglected



The continuum model: principles

1. The solute is described with any QM model
2- Solute-solvent interactions are mainly electrostatics 

In reality, the other interactions may be important as well 

3- The solution is highly diluted
4- The solvent is isotropic, in thermal equilibrium 
5- We are only interested in the ground state
6- No dynamical effects 
7- The solute lies in an empty cavity e=1



The continuum model: the cavity

1. Defined using the electron density (from a DFT calculaXon): 
isodensity surface (constant or self-consistent) 

2. Or defined by superposing spheres, using radii slighlty larger than the 
van der Waals ones (Pauling, Bondi, UFF…)    

One cannot compare results obtained with different cavity models…

Solvent accessible surface (SAS) 
vs. solvent excluded surface (SES)



Solving the electrostaFc equaFon

r is the solute charge density (nuclei + electrons)

r polarizes the continuum, which polarizes in turn r etc…
-> non-linear problem, self-consistent reaction field (SCRF)

iterative solution (that sometimes does not converge) 

Poisson’s equation

Hypothesis: the charge outside the cavity is zero…

−∇2Vin (
rr ) = 4πρ(rr )

−ε∇2Vin (
rr ) = 0

inside

outside



One imposes constraints of having: 

a and b having finite values and 
a equality of  Vin and Vout at the surface

One needs to discretize the electric field discontinuty by adding 
apparent surface charges (ASC)

Solving the electrostatic equation

lim
r→∞

r.V (rr ) =α

lim
r→∞

r2.V (rr ) = β

VR (
rr ) =V

σ
(rr ) = σ (rs )

rr − rsr
∫ d 2s

V
σ
(rr ) ≅ σ (rsk )Ak

rr − rsk
=

k
∑ qk

rr − rskk
∑



Tesserae 



In a scheme…



The Pisa model (PCM)

The polarizaXon vector is defined in  each region I as: 

At the fronXer between two regions i and j, an ensemble of ASC sij are defined:

PCM case: ei=1 and ej=e

r
Pi (

rr ) = −εi −1
4π

∇V (rr )

σ ij = −(
r
Pj −

r
Pi ).

rnij

σ (rs ) = ε −1
4πε

∂
∂
rn
Vin (

rs )



Other models 

PCM: the most employed “thanks” to Gaussian

ICPM and SCI-PCM based on isodensity surfaces also possible 

Conductor-like screening Model (COSMO): 
- The continuum is assimilated to a conductor 

- avec
- k value ? 
- works nicely for solvent with a large e

PCM changed to integral equation formalism (IEFPCM) for all kinds
of solvent 
- Based on the Green function for a potential at position x induced by 

a charge at position y 

ε→∞
V (s ) = 0

σ (rs ) = f (ε)σ *(rs ) f (ε) = ε −1
ε + k



How to treat a solvent ? 

Many different « flavors »



Comparing the two schemes



Useful for UV-Vis spectroscopy

Fantacci et al., JACS, 2003, 125, 4381 



Comparison QM/MM+conFnuum vs. SCRF 

Compound        QM/MM  SCRF       Expt.         
Ethane          0.0     0.0           0.0           

Benzene         0.3     -1.7          -2.6          
Water           -8.3      -7.5          -8.1          

Methanol         -6.2      -7.0          -6.9          
Methylamine -4.0      -6.4          -6.4          

Acetic acid        -8.4      -8.9          -8.5          
Acetate Ion        -80       -76           -79           
Imidazole         -7.2      -12.2         -12,-6 

(Data from Table 2, J. Gao, Reviews in Computational Chemistry, Vol. 7, pp. 119-185 (1996).)

SCRF does not describe explicitly HB, one relies on a fortitious compensation 
of errors

One can add a « certain » number of water molecules… why not many ? 



Limitations of continuum approaches

« For systems as large as protein or a DNA fragment, the original 
assumption that continuum model provide a cheap way to 
introduce solvent effects is no longer valid, as the computational
cost associated with the solution of the polarization equations, and 
in particular with the linear system obtained with some
discretization techniques, can become unaffordable. » 

Lipparini et al., J. Chem. Phys., 2014, 141, 184108



Supercomplex approaches

Adding explicit solvent molecules in the QM part to 
account for anisotropy (HB… but also charge transfer)

But one Xme we add a water molecule, the energy 
surface (PES or FES) becomes less smooth. 

The energy minimizaXon becomes meaning less at 
some point and the iniXal placement of the water 
molecules arbitrary. 

-> a molecular dynamics scheme is needed…


